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STREET LIGHTING
wireless control system ZLIGHT
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Charsznica - street lighting modernization 

within the environmental program „SOWA” 

for energy-efficient lighting

>>  SYSTEM STRUCTURE

>>  USER’S BENEFITS

>>  THE RACER SMART LUMINAIRE
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system RACER SMART MINI
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>> close contact with the Customer - 9 branches in Poland and an extensive export department 

>> 25 years of experience in the lighting industry

>> a fully equipped SMT laboratory with an experienced staff

>> financial transparency – the company is listed on the Warsaw Stock Exchange since 2007

>> highest quality of service certified by ISO 9001, ISO 14001, OHSAS 18001

>> support from an experienced team of electronic and product engineers

WHY ES-SYSTEM?
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The beauty of the surrounding world

Good color rendering is a particular advantage when illuminating 
architecture and greenery. The natural colors of the facades and 
greenery can now be fully appreciated also at night.  
LED light sources make it possible to choose the appropriate color 
temperature to suit the illuminated objects. 
The current trend is to use warm light - 3000 K for lighting histo-
rical city centers, neutral colors - 4000 K for housing and the most 
efficient, cool 5700K temperature to light the main city roads.

USING ES-SYSTEM LED LIGHTING AFFECTS THE FOLLOWING:

Safety

White LED light translates to a 4 times better color rendering in 
comparison to lighting solutions using sodium discharge lamps. 
The ability to distinguish colors and shapes faster paired with 
heightened visibility are factors which significantly increase the 
chances of avoiding an accident. White LED light means safety 
on the roads, both for drivers and pedestrians. White LED light 
contributes to better facial recognition, which can reduce the 
crime risk in neighborhoods and city centers, thus increasing the 
subjective feeling of security. When people feel safe at night, they 
tend to prolong their outdoor activity, creating a lively city that 
seemingly never sleeps. Even at a low intensity, white light is more 
visually effective than monochromatic sodium light. 

Environmental protection

Wirelessly controlled LED lighting conserves energy, which 
consequently reduces the consumption of the Earth’s natural 
resources. It also significantly reduces the emission of carbon 
dioxide. For a medium-sized city, CO2 can be reduced by more 
than 30 000 tons per year!
The specially designed ES Lense optical system and the flat glass 
used in RACER luminaires guarantee protection against light 
pollution. Properly directed light eliminates negative impact 
on the flora and fauna, as well as the human circadian rhythm.
The luminaire was manufactured in accordance with European 
directives on waste management and the Restriction of Hazardous 
Substances Directive (RoHS).
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SYSTEM STRUCTURE

1.  A local controller (SMART) placed in the luminaire or inside its pole
>> GPS receiver
>> built-in power meter
>> DALI controller
>> memory for storing power reduction curves and events 
>> motion sensor input
>> ZigBee network access point
>> software
 • security mechanisms
 • updating mechanisms
 • autonomous power reduction

2.  A sector controller (GATEWAY) located in the lighting cabinet
>> mobile Internet access point
>> GPS receiver
>> 3-phase group power meter
>> ZigBee network access point
>> input/output card
>> control computer
>> software
 • security mechanisms
 • updating mechanisms

3.   A data collecting server

4.  A web browser that allows access to the system and its controls
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RACER + SMART

GATEWAY

ZigBee
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SERVER
WEB APPLICATION

GSM / LAN / WIFI

Communication between devices:
>>   between RACER SMART luminaires – wireless communication within the ZigBee system
>>   between RACER SMART luminaires and the GATEWAY controller – wireless communication within the ZigBee system 
>>   between GATEWAY controllers and the data server – communication via GSM or LAN

ZLIGHT system function diagram
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With ever progressing global urbanization, the demand for electrical energy consumption continues 
to increase. As much as 60% of cities’ electricity expenditures come from outdoor lighting costs. These 
figures continue to increase as a result of introducing new street lighting functions.

Urban residents want to feel safe and comfortable in their environment. At the same time, they want 
the cities they live, work and study in to have an individual identity and character, which would set 
them apart from other cities. Modern, well-designed lighting is the perfect way to help fulfill that task. 

Master plans of cities are increasingly often created in order to precisely detail outdoor lighting 
function, location and design. Lighting of the main thoroughfares, intersections, bridges, residential 
roads, parks and municipal gardens have already become a standard. The next step is to consciously 
and consistently design illuminations of historic and contemporary buildings. Wisely lit architecture 
creates a unique atmosphere that attracts new residents, investors and tourists. However, the challenge 
is to create a smart, customized control system, and to skillfully use the possibilities made available by 
modern LED light sources.

Optimum street lighting control is becoming one of the key tasks for the local governments to take on.

ES-SYSTEM’s main mission for the last 25 years has been systematic energy saving, which is perfectly 
reflected by its name: Energy Saving System. In an effort to meet the above expectations, 
the company has introduced its second generation of radio-controlled street lighting.

SYSTEM USER BENEFITS

The advantages of the wireless ZLight control system
>> reducing electrical energy expenses by as much as 75% 
>> an overview of the luminaire’s most vital technical parameters: 
 • energy consumption
 • operating time
 • operating temperature
 • ZigBee signal quality
>> planning maintenance activities ahead of time
>> instant reaction in case of malfunctions (immediate, remote troubleshooting)
>> automatic malfunction reporting lowers servicing costs
>> generating reports and documentation based on system data (system transparency)
>> individual operation calendar programming for each luminaire  
>> optional control scheme sharing (e.g. allowing security services access) 
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User-friendly interface:

SYSTEM USER BENEFITS

Communication:
>> no need to purchase SIM cards for each luminaire, which would raise operating costs 
>> no need for an external IP address
>> reliable and simple radio communication within the ZigBee system
>> independent internal control system for each luminaire
>> remote software upgrading
>> automatic luminaire localization (GPS)
>> compatibility with motion and light intensity detection systems

Mobile device support:
>> access via web browser, regardless of the chosen platform (smartphone, tablet, PC) or operating system
>> no additional software necessary

Services:
>> lighting management services can also be purchased 

>> operation within a cloud environment – 
       accessible from anywhere in the world

>> visualization of the entire system structure 
       on a map

>> innovative and intuitive luminaire grouping 

>> operating the system via web browser
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8 STEPS TO SET UP THE SYSTEM 

2. Registration of the GATEWAY controllers1. The Customer provides ES-SYSTEM with a list of 
    MAC addresses for the GATEWAY controllers

4. Creating the network – marking the luminaires (routers)3. Creating the network – assigning the first 30 
    luminaires

6. ES-SYSTEM hands the system over to the Customer5. Creating the network – adding the remaining 
    luminaires to the router (a maximum of 155 pcs.)

8. The Customer assigns operating characteristics
    to the luminaire groups

7. The Customer groups the luminaires

The Customer ES-SYSTEM
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2. Registration of the GATEWAY controllers

4. Creating the network – marking the luminaires (routers)

6. ES-SYSTEM hands the system over to the Customer

8. The Customer assigns operating characteristics
    to the luminaire groups

system RACER SMART MINI

5147110 RACER SMART MINI 836 LED 740 40W 230V AC 13.00

5147310 RACER SMART MINI 836 LED 757 40W 230V AC 13.00

5147120 RACER SMART MINI 836 LED 740 55W 230V AC 13.00

5147320 RACER SMART MINI 836 LED 757 55W 230V AC 13.00

5147130 RACER SMART MINI 836 LED 740 75W 230V AC 13.00

5147330 RACER SMART MINI 836 LED 757 75W 230V AC 13.00

5147140 RACER SMART MINI 836 LED 740 100W 230V AC 14.00

5147340 RACER SMART MINI 836 LED 757 100W 230V AC 14.00

5147150 RACER SMART MINI 836 LED 740 150W 230V AC 14.00

5147350 RACER SMART MINI 836 LED 757 150W 230V AC 14.00
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system RACER SMART

5147210 RACER SMART 985 LED 740 150W 230V AC 15.00

5147410 RACER SMART 985 LED 757 150W 230V AC 15.00

5147220 RACER SMART 985 LED 740 180W 230V AC 15.00

5147420 RACER SMART 985 LED 757 180W 230V AC 15.00
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The future-proof strategy
>> special solutions designed to adjust to the rapidly changing technology
>> easy replacement of individual LED panels
>> optional tool-free power supply replacement
>> remote, wireless software upgrading for the SMART controller

Dual chamber construction
>> ensures the luminaire’s excellent thermal management
>> easy, tool-free access to the geartray
>> faster and less expensive maintenance
>> LED module can be replaced without removing a luminaire from the pole
>> powder-coated die-cast aluminum
>> high ingress protection: IP66 for both chambers
>> flat hardened glass
>> streamlined shape to prevent the accumulation of dirt and to reduce wind force

LUMINAIRE FEATURES

LED module
>> a service life time of 100 000h for L80B50
>> equipped with thermal protection
>> 2 color temperatures - 4000 K (neutral) and 5700 K (cool)

NEW MODULE
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Optics
>> ES Lense – ES-SYSTEM’s own design
>> aging resistant materials
>> precise light distribution control

Safety
>> a voltage breaker to disconnect power whenever the luminaire is opened
>> protection class II
>>  10kV surge protection
>> no harmful substances, such as mercury

Control
options

>> ZigBee wireless control
>> autonomous power reduction in the event of a permanent loss of ZigBee network coverage
>> optional CLO function programming available – constant light output over time
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Application versatility

LUMINAIRE CHARACTERISTICS

15°

15°

15°

>>    the luminaire can be tilted within a range of -15 to +15 degrees
>>    installation can be upright or on an extension arm
>>    wide range of power variants - from 20W up to 180W
>>    luminous flux range: 2000 lm - 19000 lm

city centers residential areas

expressways highways
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LUMINAIRE 
TYPE

LUMINOUS 
FLUX

LUMINAIRE 
POWER

POLE 
HEIGHT

LUMINAIRE 
TILT ANGLE

POLE 
SPACING POLE SPACING ROAD 

CATEGORY
ROAD SURFACE 

TYPE
NUMBER 

OF LANES ROAD WIDTH

RACER 21 500lm 205W 11m 0 42m alternating ME2 R3 3 10.5m

RACER MINI 14 500lm 143W 11m 0 40m alternating ME3a R3 3 10.5m

RACER MINI 13 500lm 143W 12m 0 44m alternating ME3a R3 2 7m

RACER MINI 10 000lm 100W 9m 5 35m alternating ME3a R3 2 7m

RACER MINI 7 200lm 75W 9m 0 32m one-sided ME4a R3 2 7m

RACER MINI 5 800lm 55W 8m 0 36m one-sided ME5 R3 2 7m

RACER MINI 5 800lm 55W 10,5m 0 48m one-sided ME5 R3 2 7m

1.  Increased distance between poles – up to 42m 
     for a three-lane ME2 expressway
     >>    Maintenance factor: 0.77
     >>    Surface: R3, q0: 0.070
     >>    Road category: ME2

Lm [cd/m²] U0 Ul TI [%] SR

Actual values according to calculations 1.52 0.53 0.71 10 0.62

Values set according to class ≥ 1.50 ≥ 0.40 ≥ 0.70 ≤ 10 ≥ 0.50

2.  Increased distance between poles – up to 48m 
     for a ME5 municipal road
     >>    Maintenance factor: 0.80
     >>    Surface: R3, q0: 0.060
     >>    Road category: ME5

Lm [cd/m²] U0 Ul TI [%] SR

Actual values according to calculations 0.50 0.43 0.42 11 0.66

Values set according to class ≥ 0.50 ≥ 0.35 ≥ 0.40 ≤ 15 ≥ 0.50

up to 42m

up to  48m

Examples of potential applications can be found in the table below:
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COMPANY BRANCHES

GDAŃSK
80-435 GDAŃSK,  ul. Biała 1
tel. 58 345 23 45, fax 58 341 91 11
gdansk@essystem.pl

ŁÓDŹ
91-072 ŁÓDŹ,  ul. Legionów 93/95
tel. 42 633 60 13, fax 42 633 58 67
lodz@essystem.pl 

MASURIA
11-500 GIŻYCKO, Wilkasy ul. Olsztyńska 2
tel. 87 429 96 30-38, fax 87 429 96 02
mazury@essystem.pl

POZNAŃ
61-894 POZNAŃ  ul. Niezłomnych 1a
tel. 61 851 80 89, fax 61 851 76 80
poznan@essystem.pl

RZESZÓW
35-307 RZESZÓW  Al. Armii Krajowej 80
tel.17 850 82 85, fax 17 850 82 86
rzeszow@essystem.pl

SILESIA
44-100 GLIWICE  ul. Wincentego Pola 16
tel. 32 339 31 56, fax 32 339 31 55
slask@essystem.pl

WARSAW
03-301 WARSZAWA  ul. Jagiellońska 78
tel. 22 334 63 30 do 35, fax 22 334 63 36
warszawa@essystem.pl

WROCŁAW
52-315 WROCŁAW ul. Kobierzycka 18
tel. 71 782 82 98, fax 71 783 29 23
wroclaw@essystem.pl

ES-SYSTEM FOREIGN SUBSIDIARIES

ES-SYSTEM SCANDINAVIA AB
Postadress
  
ES-SYSTEM Scandinavia AB 
Box 876, 101 37 STOCKHOLM
Sweden

Besöksadress 
ES-SYSTEM Scandinavia AB
Ågesta Broväg 66
123 43 FARSTA 
Sweden
Tel: +46 (0)8 585 000 35
Fax: +46 (0)8 585 000 45
www.essystem.se   
info@essystem.se

PRODUCTION PLANTS

ES-SYSTEM WILKASY Sp. z o. o.
WILKASY, ul. Olsztyńska 2
11-500 GIŻYCKO
tel.: 87 429 96 00, fax: 87 429 96 01
wilkasy@essystem.pl

ES-SYSTEM NT Sp. z o. o.
32-410 DOBCZYCE, ul. Jagielońska 51
tel.: 12 397 89 00, fax: 12 656 36 49
www.essystemnt.pl
essystemnt@essystem.pl

31-701 KRAKÓW,  ul. Przemysłowa 2
tel. + 48 12 656 36 33, fax + 48 12 656 36 49
www.essystem.pl
export@essystem.pl
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